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Ebook free Collective writings and sermons of

henry moorhouse (Read Only)

moorhouse in his use of the bible was a man apart in the sphere of evangelism like others of

his day he rose from the ranks of the poor and broke from associations with drunkards and

music hall frequenters and the sing song of the mid victorian day was debased indeed from

such a quagmire of sin and folly he emerged riveting the interest of great audiences and

creating not merely a strong aff ection for himself which he counted as nothing but a sense of

joy and delight in redemption s plan and in the lovely pages of prophet and apostle wherein

by the inspiration of the spirit that plan is set forth in two continents the name of moorhouse

came to be suffi cient among many people to arouse deep interest and profound attention of

education he had little or none yet he was familiar with the ways of men and developed a

wonderful gift for winning the ear of the multitude his personal appearance was by no means

calculated to impress so frail was he so boyish in simplicity but when once his tongue was

unloosed and the stores of his warm heart and alert mind were brought forth men were

fascinated by his glowing words being moreover the more surprised that so much skill and so

much fervour lay hidden beneath so ordinary an exterior wherefore as he expounded scripture

still the wonder grew that one small head could carry all he knew excerpt from henry

moorhouse the english evangelist excerpt from gospel doctrine selections from the sermons

and writings of joseph f smith sixth president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

the literature of the church has been carefully and systematically searched to discover all of

president smith s public writings and sermons those of a historical nature have not been used

in this collection as they may well be made into another volume the compilers give their

thanks to the many who with hearts full of love for president smith have helped in the work

the work has reaffirmed to us that prophets speaking for god are with us about the publisher

forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at

forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
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uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format

whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the

original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however

repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are

intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works bishop john fisher was a scholar

and theologian of european reputation famous as a preacher and author of the first sermon

sequence to be printed in english he was beheaded for his opposition to henry viii s divorce

from catherine of aragon and pursued after his death by the enmity of the king who

surpressed his books and sought to blacken his name the figure of john fisher links the age of

late medieval piety with the growth of christian humanism and the new learning which as a

friend of erasmus he introduced as chancellor of cambridge university his english writings are

distinctive for their structured elegance and clarity this new edition contains sermons written

during the last fifteen years of fisher s life including a previously unpublished eyewitness

account of the field of cloth of gold celebrations and devotional works composed while he was

a prisoner in the tower of london this is an exact reproduction of a book published before

1923 this is not an ocr d book with strange characters introduced typographical errors and

jumbled words this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages

poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced

by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the

imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to

the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the

imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book joseph butler

s fifteen sermons 1729 is a classic work of moral philosophy which remains widely influential

the topics butler discusses include the role of conscience in human nature self love and

egoism compassion resentment and forgiveness and love of our neighbour and of god the text

of the enlarged and corrected second edition is here presented together with a selection of

butler s other ethical writings a dissertation of the nature of virtue a sermon preached before

the house of lords and relevant extracts from his correspondence with samuel clarke while this

is a readers edition that avoids cluttering butler s text with textual variants and intrusive
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footnotes it comes complete with scholarly apparatus intended to aid the reader in studying

butler s work in depth david mcnaughton contributes a substantial historical and philosophical

introduction that highlights the continuing importance of these works in addition there are

extensive notes at the end of the volume including significant textual variants and full details

of butler s sources and references as well as short summaries of butler s predecessors and a

selective bibliography this will be the definitive resource for anyone interested in butler s moral

philosophy the aim in preparing this work of sermons has been to publish some of the best

sermons of the reformed pulpit or reformed teaching from the halls of church history sermons

that line up with biblical exegesis and reformation teaching it is believed that these sermons

will be found valuable as examples of great preaching they will be without a doubt helpful to

those who seek reading expositions of the word of god for the upbuilding of personal

character and for strengthening their christian faith to walk more closely with jesus christ the

sermons have been chosen in some cases for their literary and rhetorical excellences but in

every case for their helpfulness in solving some of the problems of christian living and

reformation to glorify god this volume contains some never before published sermons such as

those by simeon ashe lazarus seamen alexander henderson and john hooper and some

important sermons such as the ones by john calvin and savanarola this is not a scan or

facsimile and contains an active table of contents for electronic versions to my amazement on

approaching the building high in the atmosphere a half a mile or more i discerned millions of

demons organized as a modern army there were those who apparently acted as shock troops

they would charge with great ferocity followed by a wave and yet another wave and yet

another wave after a little while i observed there operated a restraining influence that

constituted a barrier through which they could not force themselves with all the ingenuity of

humans at war this multitude of demons seemed to endeavor to break the barrier or to go

further but were utterly restrained in amazement i said to the angel what does it mean he said

to me such is the care of god for those that strive in unselfishness for his best i discerned the

heart of the angel was overburdened in answer to this the angel said human selfishness and

human pride have consumed and dissipated the very glory and heavenly power that god once

gave from heaven to this movement as you have beheld tonight we were now at the foot of
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the pathway again he took a step or two away and in a sort of despair my heart cried out

angel these are struggling for want of an ideal what constitutes real pentecost what ideal

should be held before the minds of men as the will of god exhibited through a movement like

this during all this time i had carried my bible in my hand reaching for the bible he opened to

the book of acts ran his finger down over the second page that portion where the spirit of god

came down from heaven proceeding through the book of acts to its great outstanding

revelations and phenomena he said this is pentecost as god gave it through the heart of jesus

strive for this contend for this teach the people to pray for this for this and this alone will meet

the necessity of the human heart and this alone will have the power to overcome the forces of

darkness when the angel was departing he said pray pray pray teach the people to pray

prayer and prayer alone much prayer persistent prayer is the door of entrance into the heart

of god volume 4 of the annotated luther series presents an array of luther s writings related to

pastoral work luther s famous invocavit sermons and other selected sermons show a forthright

and lively preacher hymn texts reveal luther s grasp of hymnody as a tool for conveying and

expressing faith his small catechism as well as several pieces on prayer including his personal

prayer book and a simple way to pray show his engagement in the basic task of teaching the

faith luther s prefaces to his own writings contain personal reflections on his reforming work

also in this volume are his commentary on the magnificat selected letters and shorter pieces

that display his pastoral responses to particular situations sermon on preparing to die whether

one may flee from a deadly plague and comfort for women who have had a miscarriage each

volume in the annotated luther series contains new introductions annotations illustrations and

notes to help shed light on luther s context and interpret his writings for today the translations

of luther s writings include updates of luther s works american edition or entirely new

translations of luther s german or latin writings reprint of the original first published in 1843

composed during a critical time in the evolution of european intellectual life the works of

meister eckhart c 1260 1327 are some of the most powerful medieval attempts to achieve a

synthesis between ancient greek thought and the christian faith writing with great rhetorical

brilliance eckhart combines the neoplatonic concept of oneness the idea that the ultimate

principle of the universe is single and undivided with his christian belief in the trinity and
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considers the struggle to describe a perfect god through the imperfect medium of language

fusing philosophy and religion with vivid originality and metaphysical passion these works

have intrigued and inspired philosophers and theologians from hegel to heidegger and beyond

fr alfred delp s j was a heroic german jesuit priest who was imprisoned and martyred by the

nazis in a nazi death camp in 1945 at the time of his arrest he was the rector of st georg

church in munich and had a reputation for being a gripping dynamic preacher and one who

was an outspoken critic of the nazi regime he was an important figure in the resistance

movement against nazism accused of conspiring against the nazi government he was arrested

in 1944 tortured imprisoned and executed on feb 2 1945 while in prison fr delp was able to

write a few meditations found in this book which also includes his powerful reflections from

prison during the advent season about the profound spiritual meaning and lessons of advent

as well as his sermons he gave on the season of advent at his parish in munich these

meditations were smuggled out of berlin and read by friends and parishioners of st georg in

munich his approach to advent the season that prepares us for christmas is what fr delp

called an advent of the heart more than just preparing us for christmas it is a spiritual program

a way of life he proclaimed that our personal social and historical circumstances even

suffering offer us entry into the true advent our personal journey toward a meeting and

dialogue with god indeed his own life and great sufferings illustrated the true advent he

preached and wrote about from his very prison cell he presented a timeless spiritual message

and in an extreme situation his deep faith gave him the courage to draw closer to god and to

witness to the truth even at the cost of his own life these meditations will challenge and

inspire all christians to embark upon that same spiritual journey toward union with god a

journey that will transform our lives as one of the last witnesses who knew fr alfred delp

personally i am very pleased this book will make him better known in america the more one

reads his writings the more one clearly recognizes the prophetic message for our times like

his contemporary dietrich bonhoeffer delp ranks among the great prophets who endured the

horror of nazism and handed down a powerful message for our times karl kreuser s j from the

foreword this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of

the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
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artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original

copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public

domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you

may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on

the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or

blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant excerpt from joseph smith s teachings a

classified arrangement of the doctrinal sermons and writings of the great latter day prophet we

believe that through the atonement of christ all mankind may be saved by obedi ence to the

laws and ordinances of the gospel about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of

thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a

reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to

digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections

present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or

missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of

imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the

state of such historical works joseph butler s fifteen sermons 1729 is a classic work of moral

philosophy which remains widely influential the topics butler discusses include the role of

conscience in human nature self love and egoism compassion resentment and forgiveness

and love of our neighbour and of god the text of the enlarged and corrected second edition is

here presented together with a selection of butler s other ethical writings a dissertation of the

nature of virtue a sermon preached before the house of lords and relevant extracts from his

correspondence with samuel clarke while this is a readers edition that avoids cluttering butler

s text with textual variants and intrusive footnotes it comes complete with scholarly apparatus

intended to aid the reader in studying butlers work in depth david mcnaughton contributes a

substantial historical and philosophical introduction that highlights the continuing importance of
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these works in addition there are extensive notes at the end of the volume including

significant textual variants and full details of butler s sources and references as well as short

summaries of butler s predecessors and a selective bibliography this will be the definitive

resource for anyone interested in butler s moral philosophy many of the earliest books

particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and

increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality

modern editions using the original text and artwork aimee semple mcpherson founder of the

international church of the foursquare gospel was perhaps the most famous pentecostal

evangelist of the early twentieth century thousands attended her meetings but with her radio

sermons and syndicated articles she reached millions both in the united states and abroad

much has been written about mcpherson s fascinating life and her impact on millions of

followers yet surprisingly her writings and sermons have never been compiled and published

until now the collected sermons and writings of aimee semple mcpherson arranges

mcpherson s body of work chronologically allowing readers to see how her style subject

matter and emphases changed as her ministry developed as a pentecostal evangelist

mcpherson based her messages on the scriptural understanding that as jesus is unchanging

the miracles and spiritual gifts of the early church should be part of modern christian practice

accordingly her writings focus on god s miraculous healing the baptism of the holy spirit and

the miracle of speaking in tongues a valuable resource for religious scholars mcpherson s

collective writings contain wisdom and inspiration for the everyday christian while also

providing an insightful look into the devoted mind of one of the twentieth century s most

influential women excerpt from early writings of john hooper comprising the declaration of

christ and his office answer to bishop gardiner ten commandments sermons on jonas funeral

sermon gardiner treated him with unrelenting he was condemned in january 1555 taken to

gloucester and burned near tohisown cathedralonthe9th of february his cruel sufferings

augmented by the barbarous orders of his persecntors are fully related by foxe about the

publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find

more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work

forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
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original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an

imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition

we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that

remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works dietrich bonhoeffer

was just thirty nine years old when he was executed by the nazis in 1945 yet his influence on

christian theology and life has been enormous a testament to freedom takes readers along a

biographical historical journey that follows bonhoeffer through the various stages of his life and

career including his final years in the underground resistance against the nazi government

and his subsequent martyrdom this book features previously untranslated writings sermons

and selections from his letters spanning his entire pastoral theological career including his

prison letters this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part

of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original

artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original

copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public

domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you

may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on

the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or

blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant excerpt from miscellanies from the oxford

sermons and other writings providence thus acts daily the early life of all men is private it is

as children generally that their cha racters are formed to good or evil and those who form

them to good their truest and chief benefactors are un known to the world it has been

remarked that some of the most eminent christians have been blessed with re ligious mothers

and have in after life referred their own graces to the instrumentality of their teaching

augustine has preserved to the church the history of his mother monica but in the case of

others even the name is denied to us of our great benefactress whosoever she was and
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sometimes doubtless the circumstance of her service altogether about the publisher forgotten

books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks

com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of

the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst

repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original

such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the

vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left

to preserve the state of such historical works this work has been selected by scholars as

being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this

work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as

possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of

these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other

notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and

possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as

no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of

a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks

etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved

reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the

preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge

alive and relevant this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is

part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the

original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the

original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our

most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the

public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united

states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a

copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may

contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we

concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
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available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you

for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this meticulously

edited martin luther collection includes biography martin luther by john acton works disputation

on the power and efficacy of indulgences 95 theses the bondage of the will to the christian

nobility of the german nation prelude on the babylonian captivity of the church a treatise on

christian liberty a treatise of good works a treatise on baptism disputation on the divinity and

humanity of christ the large catechism the small catechism commentary on genesis on the

creation on sin and the flood commentary on the epistle to the galatians the epistles of st

peter and st jude preached and explained epistle sermons epiphany easter and pentecost

trinity sunday to advent table talk the book of vagabonds and beggars discussion of

confession the fourteen of consolation warning against the jews the smalcald articles the

german mass and order of divine service an open letter on translating letter to several nuns

hymns dear christians one and all rejoice a mighty fortress is our god savior of the nations

come the martyrs hymn this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important

and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from

the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see

the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in

our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in

the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united

states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a

copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may

contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we

concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally

available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you

for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant i know hardly any

other writer who seems to be closer or more continually close to the spirit of christ himself

hence his christ like union of tenderness and severity nowhere else outside the new testament

have i found terror and comfort so intertwined c s lewis of george macdonald it is a striking

indication of the trend and shallowness of the modern reading public that george macdonald s
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books have been so neglected oswald chambers in his c s lewis s introduction to george

macdonald an anthology he speaks highly of macdonald s theology this collection as i have

said was designed not to revive macdonald s literary reputation but to spread his religious

teaching hence most of my extracts are taken from the three volumes of unspoken sermons

my own debt to this book is almost as great as one man can owe to another and nearly all

serious inquirers to whom i have introduced it acknowledge that it has given them great help

sometimes indispensable help toward the very acceptance of the christian faith i know hardly

any other writer who seems to be closer or more continually close to the spirit of christ himself

hence his christ like union of tenderness and severity nowhere else outside the new testament

have i found terror and comfort so intertwined in making this collection i was discharging a

debt of justice i have never concealed the fact that i regarded him as my master indeed i

fancy i have never written a book in which i did not quote from him but it has not seemed to

me that those who have received my books kindly take even now sufficient notice of the

affiliation honesty drives me to emphasize it this collection brings together three of george

macdonald s writings unspoken sermons by george macdonald series i ii iii in one volume

expositions revealing his profound theology a book of strife in the form of the diary of an old

soul a book of poems remarkable for their stirring portrayal of human emotions and the hope

of the gospel macdonald writes about the gospel and about what it means to be a christian

with great wisdom and understanding this historic book may have numerous typos and

missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book

without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1919 edition excerpt lost and

restored as i saw it in my vision he following message was given under the inspiration of the

holy ihost in london england the text which was given by the spirit was as follows lost that

which the palmerworm hath left hath the locust eaten and that which the locust hath left hath

the cankerworm eaten and that which the cankerworm hath left hath the caterpillar eaten joel

1 4 and restored and i will restore to you all the years that the locust hath eaten the

cankerworm the caterpillar and the palmerworm my great army which i sent among you joel 2

25 while in london england waiting for the boat in which to embark for china i was asked by a

certain preacher one day if i would not speak to his congregation that night inquiring of the
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lord i felt it was his will and told the man that i would go that evening a beautiful limousine

with liveried attendants called for me and i entered with weak and self conscious steps crying

oh lord do help me do thy will tonight on the way i gazed upon the beautiful streets and

buildings till at last the car stopped in front of an imposing and spacious edifice as we went up

the steps and into the side door of this immense building i remember taking a hurried glance

at its size and vaguely wondering whether some small room therein was used for a mission

great was my surprise therefore when being led through the door and on the platform i found

that this whole building was packed with people and i was to speak to them at once my

attendant whispered into my ear that we were late and then i heard the voice of the man on

the platform saying now our sister will speak to us and bring the message before i realized it i

was standing dazed and confused
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Collective Writings and Sermons of Henry Moorhouse

2010-12

moorhouse in his use of the bible was a man apart in the sphere of evangelism like others of

his day he rose from the ranks of the poor and broke from associations with drunkards and

music hall frequenters and the sing song of the mid victorian day was debased indeed from

such a quagmire of sin and folly he emerged riveting the interest of great audiences and

creating not merely a strong aff ection for himself which he counted as nothing but a sense of

joy and delight in redemption s plan and in the lovely pages of prophet and apostle wherein

by the inspiration of the spirit that plan is set forth in two continents the name of moorhouse

came to be suffi cient among many people to arouse deep interest and profound attention of

education he had little or none yet he was familiar with the ways of men and developed a

wonderful gift for winning the ear of the multitude his personal appearance was by no means

calculated to impress so frail was he so boyish in simplicity but when once his tongue was

unloosed and the stores of his warm heart and alert mind were brought forth men were

fascinated by his glowing words being moreover the more surprised that so much skill and so

much fervour lay hidden beneath so ordinary an exterior wherefore as he expounded scripture

still the wonder grew that one small head could carry all he knew excerpt from henry

moorhouse the english evangelist

Gospel Doctrine 2016-08-25

excerpt from gospel doctrine selections from the sermons and writings of joseph f smith sixth

president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints the literature of the church has been

carefully and systematically searched to discover all of president smith s public writings and

sermons those of a historical nature have not been used in this collection as they may well be

made into another volume the compilers give their thanks to the many who with hearts full of

love for president smith have helped in the work the work has reaffirmed to us that prophets

speaking for god are with us about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of

https://2021philips.mombaby.com.tw/
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thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a

reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to

digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections

present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or

missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of

imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the

state of such historical works

The Writings of the Late John M. Mason, D.D. 1832

bishop john fisher was a scholar and theologian of european reputation famous as a preacher

and author of the first sermon sequence to be printed in english he was beheaded for his

opposition to henry viii s divorce from catherine of aragon and pursued after his death by the

enmity of the king who surpressed his books and sought to blacken his name the figure of

john fisher links the age of late medieval piety with the growth of christian humanism and the

new learning which as a friend of erasmus he introduced as chancellor of cambridge

university his english writings are distinctive for their structured elegance and clarity this new

edition contains sermons written during the last fifteen years of fisher s life including a

previously unpublished eyewitness account of the field of cloth of gold celebrations and

devotional works composed while he was a prisoner in the tower of london

English Works of John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester

2002-02-21

this is an exact reproduction of a book published before 1923 this is not an ocr d book with

strange characters introduced typographical errors and jumbled words this book may have

occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that

were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe

this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into
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print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we

appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you

enjoy this valuable book

Sermons 1768

joseph butler s fifteen sermons 1729 is a classic work of moral philosophy which remains

widely influential the topics butler discusses include the role of conscience in human nature

self love and egoism compassion resentment and forgiveness and love of our neighbour and

of god the text of the enlarged and corrected second edition is here presented together with a

selection of butler s other ethical writings a dissertation of the nature of virtue a sermon

preached before the house of lords and relevant extracts from his correspondence with

samuel clarke while this is a readers edition that avoids cluttering butler s text with textual

variants and intrusive footnotes it comes complete with scholarly apparatus intended to aid the

reader in studying butler s work in depth david mcnaughton contributes a substantial historical

and philosophical introduction that highlights the continuing importance of these works in

addition there are extensive notes at the end of the volume including significant textual

variants and full details of butler s sources and references as well as short summaries of

butler s predecessors and a selective bibliography this will be the definitive resource for

anyone interested in butler s moral philosophy

This is That 2009-02-19

the aim in preparing this work of sermons has been to publish some of the best sermons of

the reformed pulpit or reformed teaching from the halls of church history sermons that line up

with biblical exegesis and reformation teaching it is believed that these sermons will be found

valuable as examples of great preaching they will be without a doubt helpful to those who

seek reading expositions of the word of god for the upbuilding of personal character and for

strengthening their christian faith to walk more closely with jesus christ the sermons have

been chosen in some cases for their literary and rhetorical excellences but in every case for
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their helpfulness in solving some of the problems of christian living and reformation to glorify

god this volume contains some never before published sermons such as those by simeon

ashe lazarus seamen alexander henderson and john hooper and some important sermons

such as the ones by john calvin and savanarola this is not a scan or facsimile and contains an

active table of contents for electronic versions

Fifteen Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel 2017

to my amazement on approaching the building high in the atmosphere a half a mile or more i

discerned millions of demons organized as a modern army there were those who apparently

acted as shock troops they would charge with great ferocity followed by a wave and yet

another wave and yet another wave after a little while i observed there operated a restraining

influence that constituted a barrier through which they could not force themselves with all the

ingenuity of humans at war this multitude of demons seemed to endeavor to break the barrier

or to go further but were utterly restrained in amazement i said to the angel what does it

mean he said to me such is the care of god for those that strive in unselfishness for his best i

discerned the heart of the angel was overburdened in answer to this the angel said human

selfishness and human pride have consumed and dissipated the very glory and heavenly

power that god once gave from heaven to this movement as you have beheld tonight we were

now at the foot of the pathway again he took a step or two away and in a sort of despair my

heart cried out angel these are struggling for want of an ideal what constitutes real pentecost

what ideal should be held before the minds of men as the will of god exhibited through a

movement like this during all this time i had carried my bible in my hand reaching for the bible

he opened to the book of acts ran his finger down over the second page that portion where

the spirit of god came down from heaven proceeding through the book of acts to its great

outstanding revelations and phenomena he said this is pentecost as god gave it through the

heart of jesus strive for this contend for this teach the people to pray for this for this and this

alone will meet the necessity of the human heart and this alone will have the power to

overcome the forces of darkness when the angel was departing he said pray pray pray teach
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the people to pray prayer and prayer alone much prayer persistent prayer is the door of

entrance into the heart of god

Sermons from the Halls of Church History: The Writings of A

Puritan's Mind Volume 2 2012-06-11

volume 4 of the annotated luther series presents an array of luther s writings related to

pastoral work luther s famous invocavit sermons and other selected sermons show a forthright

and lively preacher hymn texts reveal luther s grasp of hymnody as a tool for conveying and

expressing faith his small catechism as well as several pieces on prayer including his personal

prayer book and a simple way to pray show his engagement in the basic task of teaching the

faith luther s prefaces to his own writings contain personal reflections on his reforming work

also in this volume are his commentary on the magnificat selected letters and shorter pieces

that display his pastoral responses to particular situations sermon on preparing to die whether

one may flee from a deadly plague and comfort for women who have had a miscarriage each

volume in the annotated luther series contains new introductions annotations illustrations and

notes to help shed light on luther s context and interpret his writings for today the translations

of luther s writings include updates of luther s works american edition or entirely new

translations of luther s german or latin writings

John G. Lake His Sermons and Writings {Revival Press Edition}

2018-06-16

reprint of the original first published in 1843

Sermons & Writings of Bruce R. McConkie 1998-06-01

composed during a critical time in the evolution of european intellectual life the works of

meister eckhart c 1260 1327 are some of the most powerful medieval attempts to achieve a
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synthesis between ancient greek thought and the christian faith writing with great rhetorical

brilliance eckhart combines the neoplatonic concept of oneness the idea that the ultimate

principle of the universe is single and undivided with his christian belief in the trinity and

considers the struggle to describe a perfect god through the imperfect medium of language

fusing philosophy and religion with vivid originality and metaphysical passion these works

have intrigued and inspired philosophers and theologians from hegel to heidegger and beyond

Early Writings 1843

fr alfred delp s j was a heroic german jesuit priest who was imprisoned and martyred by the

nazis in a nazi death camp in 1945 at the time of his arrest he was the rector of st georg

church in munich and had a reputation for being a gripping dynamic preacher and one who

was an outspoken critic of the nazi regime he was an important figure in the resistance

movement against nazism accused of conspiring against the nazi government he was arrested

in 1944 tortured imprisoned and executed on feb 2 1945 while in prison fr delp was able to

write a few meditations found in this book which also includes his powerful reflections from

prison during the advent season about the profound spiritual meaning and lessons of advent

as well as his sermons he gave on the season of advent at his parish in munich these

meditations were smuggled out of berlin and read by friends and parishioners of st georg in

munich his approach to advent the season that prepares us for christmas is what fr delp

called an advent of the heart more than just preparing us for christmas it is a spiritual program

a way of life he proclaimed that our personal social and historical circumstances even

suffering offer us entry into the true advent our personal journey toward a meeting and

dialogue with god indeed his own life and great sufferings illustrated the true advent he

preached and wrote about from his very prison cell he presented a timeless spiritual message

and in an extreme situation his deep faith gave him the courage to draw closer to god and to

witness to the truth even at the cost of his own life these meditations will challenge and

inspire all christians to embark upon that same spiritual journey toward union with god a

journey that will transform our lives as one of the last witnesses who knew fr alfred delp
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personally i am very pleased this book will make him better known in america the more one

reads his writings the more one clearly recognizes the prophetic message for our times like

his contemporary dietrich bonhoeffer delp ranks among the great prophets who endured the

horror of nazism and handed down a powerful message for our times karl kreuser s j from the

foreword

The Annotated Luther, Volume 4 2016-08-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the

knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original

artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original

copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public

domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you

may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on

the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or

blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Early Writings of John Hooper, Comprising the Declaration of

Christ and His Office. Answer to Bishop Gardiner. Ten

Commandments. Sermons On Jonas. Funeral Sermon

2024-03-08

excerpt from joseph smith s teachings a classified arrangement of the doctrinal sermons and

writings of the great latter day prophet we believe that through the atonement of christ all
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mankind may be saved by obedi ence to the laws and ordinances of the gospel about the

publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find

more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work

forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the

original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an

imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition

we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that

remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Writings of John Bradford 1848

joseph butler s fifteen sermons 1729 is a classic work of moral philosophy which remains

widely influential the topics butler discusses include the role of conscience in human nature

self love and egoism compassion resentment and forgiveness and love of our neighbour and

of god the text of the enlarged and corrected second edition is here presented together with a

selection of butler s other ethical writings a dissertation of the nature of virtue a sermon

preached before the house of lords and relevant extracts from his correspondence with

samuel clarke while this is a readers edition that avoids cluttering butler s text with textual

variants and intrusive footnotes it comes complete with scholarly apparatus intended to aid the

reader in studying butlers work in depth david mcnaughton contributes a substantial historical

and philosophical introduction that highlights the continuing importance of these works in

addition there are extensive notes at the end of the volume including significant textual

variants and full details of butler s sources and references as well as short summaries of

butler s predecessors and a selective bibliography this will be the definitive resource for

anyone interested in butler s moral philosophy

Selected Writings 1994-08-25

many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now

extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in
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affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork

Advent of the Heart 2010-06-07

aimee semple mcpherson founder of the international church of the foursquare gospel was

perhaps the most famous pentecostal evangelist of the early twentieth century thousands

attended her meetings but with her radio sermons and syndicated articles she reached

millions both in the united states and abroad much has been written about mcpherson s

fascinating life and her impact on millions of followers yet surprisingly her writings and

sermons have never been compiled and published until now the collected sermons and

writings of aimee semple mcpherson arranges mcpherson s body of work chronologically

allowing readers to see how her style subject matter and emphases changed as her ministry

developed as a pentecostal evangelist mcpherson based her messages on the scriptural

understanding that as jesus is unchanging the miracles and spiritual gifts of the early church

should be part of modern christian practice accordingly her writings focus on god s miraculous

healing the baptism of the holy spirit and the miracle of speaking in tongues a valuable

resource for religious scholars mcpherson s collective writings contain wisdom and inspiration

for the everyday christian while also providing an insightful look into the devoted mind of one

of the twentieth century s most influential women

Living Words 1902

excerpt from early writings of john hooper comprising the declaration of christ and his office

answer to bishop gardiner ten commandments sermons on jonas funeral sermon gardiner

treated him with unrelenting he was condemned in january 1555 taken to gloucester and

burned near tohisown cathedralonthe9th of february his cruel sufferings augmented by the

barbarous orders of his persecntors are fully related by foxe about the publisher forgotten

books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks

com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of

the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
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repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original

such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the

vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left

to preserve the state of such historical works

Joseph Smith's Teachings 2015-09-20

dietrich bonhoeffer was just thirty nine years old when he was executed by the nazis in 1945

yet his influence on christian theology and life has been enormous a testament to freedom

takes readers along a biographical historical journey that follows bonhoeffer through the

various stages of his life and career including his final years in the underground resistance

against the nazi government and his subsequent martyrdom this book features previously

untranslated writings sermons and selections from his letters spanning his entire pastoral

theological career including his prison letters

The Writings of the Late John M. Mason 1832

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the

knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original

artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original

copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public

domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you

may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on

the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or

blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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The Writings of the Late John M. Mason 1832

excerpt from miscellanies from the oxford sermons and other writings providence thus acts

daily the early life of all men is private it is as children generally that their cha racters are

formed to good or evil and those who form them to good their truest and chief benefactors are

un known to the world it has been remarked that some of the most eminent christians have

been blessed with re ligious mothers and have in after life referred their own graces to the

instrumentality of their teaching augustine has preserved to the church the history of his

mother monica but in the case of others even the name is denied to us of our great

benefactress whosoever she was and sometimes doubtless the circumstance of her service

altogether about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and

classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important

historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work

preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare

cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in

our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any

imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Joseph Smith's Teachings 2017-11-23

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the

knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original

artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original

copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public

domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you

may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on

the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or

blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
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important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Joseph Butler: Fifteen Sermons and other writings on ethics

2017-02-10

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the

knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original

artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original

copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public

domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you

may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on

the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or

blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Gospel Doctrine 1975

this meticulously edited martin luther collection includes biography martin luther by john acton

works disputation on the power and efficacy of indulgences 95 theses the bondage of the will

to the christian nobility of the german nation prelude on the babylonian captivity of the church

a treatise on christian liberty a treatise of good works a treatise on baptism disputation on the

divinity and humanity of christ the large catechism the small catechism commentary on

genesis on the creation on sin and the flood commentary on the epistle to the galatians the

epistles of st peter and st jude preached and explained epistle sermons epiphany easter and
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pentecost trinity sunday to advent table talk the book of vagabonds and beggars discussion of

confession the fourteen of consolation warning against the jews the smalcald articles the

german mass and order of divine service an open letter on translating letter to several nuns

hymns dear christians one and all rejoice a mighty fortress is our god savior of the nations

come the martyrs hymn

Exposition of the Sermon on the Mount 2008-08

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the

knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original

artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original

copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public

domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you

may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on

the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or

blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Collected Sermons and Writings of Aimee Semple

Mcpherson 2015-09-17

i know hardly any other writer who seems to be closer or more continually close to the spirit of

christ himself hence his christ like union of tenderness and severity nowhere else outside the

new testament have i found terror and comfort so intertwined c s lewis of george macdonald it

is a striking indication of the trend and shallowness of the modern reading public that george

macdonald s books have been so neglected oswald chambers in his c s lewis s introduction
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to george macdonald an anthology he speaks highly of macdonald s theology this collection

as i have said was designed not to revive macdonald s literary reputation but to spread his

religious teaching hence most of my extracts are taken from the three volumes of unspoken

sermons my own debt to this book is almost as great as one man can owe to another and

nearly all serious inquirers to whom i have introduced it acknowledge that it has given them

great help sometimes indispensable help toward the very acceptance of the christian faith i

know hardly any other writer who seems to be closer or more continually close to the spirit of

christ himself hence his christ like union of tenderness and severity nowhere else outside the

new testament have i found terror and comfort so intertwined in making this collection i was

discharging a debt of justice i have never concealed the fact that i regarded him as my master

indeed i fancy i have never written a book in which i did not quote from him but it has not

seemed to me that those who have received my books kindly take even now sufficient notice

of the affiliation honesty drives me to emphasize it this collection brings together three of

george macdonald s writings unspoken sermons by george macdonald series i ii iii in one

volume expositions revealing his profound theology a book of strife in the form of the diary of

an old soul a book of poems remarkable for their stirring portrayal of human emotions and the

hope of the gospel macdonald writes about the gospel and about what it means to be a

christian with great wisdom and understanding

EARLY WRITINGS OF JOHN HOOPER 2017-03-09

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually

download a free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not

indexed not illustrated 1919 edition excerpt lost and restored as i saw it in my vision he

following message was given under the inspiration of the holy ihost in london england the text

which was given by the spirit was as follows lost that which the palmerworm hath left hath the

locust eaten and that which the locust hath left hath the cankerworm eaten and that which the

cankerworm hath left hath the caterpillar eaten joel 1 4 and restored and i will restore to you

all the years that the locust hath eaten the cankerworm the caterpillar and the palmerworm my
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great army which i sent among you joel 2 25 while in london england waiting for the boat in

which to embark for china i was asked by a certain preacher one day if i would not speak to

his congregation that night inquiring of the lord i felt it was his will and told the man that i

would go that evening a beautiful limousine with liveried attendants called for me and i

entered with weak and self conscious steps crying oh lord do help me do thy will tonight on

the way i gazed upon the beautiful streets and buildings till at last the car stopped in front of

an imposing and spacious edifice as we went up the steps and into the side door of this

immense building i remember taking a hurried glance at its size and vaguely wondering

whether some small room therein was used for a mission great was my surprise therefore

when being led through the door and on the platform i found that this whole building was

packed with people and i was to speak to them at once my attendant whispered into my ear

that we were late and then i heard the voice of the man on the platform saying now our sister

will speak to us and bring the message before i realized it i was standing dazed and confused

A Testament to Freedom 1990

Early Writings of John Hooper: Comprising the Declaration of

Christ and His Office. Answer to Bishop Gardiner. Ten

Commandments. Sermons, on Jonas. F 2018-02-23

Miscellanies 2018-01-20

Miscellanies from the Oxford Sermons and Other Writings of

John Henry Newman 1870
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The Writings 1848

Doctrines of the Restoration 1989-01-01

Gospel Doctrine 1919

Joseph Smith's Teachings: A Classified Arrangement of the

Doctrinal Sermons and Writings 2019-02-25

Sermons, Addresses and Letters: Selected from the Writings of

the Late Rev. Isaac Stockton Keith 2019-03-06

The Collected Works of Martin Luther 2023-11-16

Joseph Smith's Teachings 2016-05-24

George MacDonald - Christian Writings (Complete and

Unabridged) Unspoken Sermons by George MacDonald Series I,

II, III in One Volume, a Book of Strife 2021-11-23
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Through Him who Strengthens Me 1989

This Is That; Personal Experiences, Sermons and Writings of

Aimee Semple Mcpherson, Evangelist 2013-09
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